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What is automation?

Automation is connecting all the  functional  elements
of your environment (home, office or hotel) to a
network and putting it to work for you.



Automation Solutions
by ThingIQ



Intelligent Lighting
Create your own Ambience !

Choose from millions of colours to set the perfect

lighting according to your mood or time of day.

Smart lighting provides convenience, energy efficiency

and added security.

Brighten or dim any light in the room - or the entire

house - with a single touch. Or allow lighting to respond

to your life, without any touch at all.



Climate Control
Spin up comfort !

Control living space environment through smooth fan

dimming or seamless HVAC integration.

Monitor the ambient temperature and set the room

temperature based on climate conditions for optimum

energy usage.

User intuitive control through smart touch panels, mobile

app or voice assistants such as Alexa or Google Home.



Smart Entertainment
Life of the party !

Put music and video at your command from your

favourite devices.

Stream high-fidelity sound to every room in the house.

Play high-definition video from virtually any source on

any TV.

Enjoy your personal music collection stored on your

smartphone or stream services like Spotify and

thousands of free internet radio stations.



Security Systems
Your guardian eyes !

Don't let any unwanted movement go unnoticed, with our

forever alert sensors and alarms.

Integrated CCTV camera feeds in your mobile app, so

you get a real-time stream whenever you want.

Smart sensors detect movement, temperature, light

levels, humidity, cooking gas, CO2 to keep your family

safe in any circumstances.



Access Anywhere
Control at your fingertips !

With our intuituive mobile application, monitor your

premises or control any appliance from across the globe.

Open doors remotely for visitors, monitor thorough

cameras and get alerts for any attempted break-ins.

The applications are a charm to use. You can set your

favourite scenes, device shortcuts and get used to the

control in no time.



Voice Assistants
Your word is my command !

"Alexa, turn on Welcome"
Light up the living room, fires up your favourite Spotify

playlist, while the door locks itself behind you.

Seamlessly integration with major voice assistants, i.e.

Alexa, Google Home or Siri for voice control.

Introducing the simplest way to control your entire house

- Your Voice.
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